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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET Nos. 11-0279, 11-0282 (Cons.) 2 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF 3 

VONDA K. SECKLER 4 

Submitted on Behalf of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 8 

 My name is Vonda K. Seckler.  My business address is One Ameren Plaza, 1901 A.9 

Chouteau Ave., St. Louis, MO 63103. 10 

Q. Are you the same Vonda K. Seckler who provided direct testimony in this 11 

proceeding? 12 

 Yes, I am. A.13 

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 14 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 15 

 The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to the testimony of Illinois Commerce A.16 

Commission Staff (Staff) witnesses Burma C. Jones (ICC Staff Ex. 6.0) and Eric Lounsberry 17 

(ICC Staff Ex. 17.0) and The Grain and Feed Association of Illinois (GFAI) witness Jeffrey 18 

Adkisson (GFAI Ex. 1.0G) regarding Ameren Illinois Company’s (AIC or Company) proposed 19 
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single PGA tariff and PGA Rider.  I also respond to other testimony of Staff witnesses Ms. Jones 20 

and Mr. Lounsberry as well as to the direct testimony of Staff witness Mark Maple (ICC Staff 21 

Ex. 9.0) and the Retail Gas Suppliers (RGS) witness James L. Crist (RGS Ex. 1.0).  Specifically, 22 

I respond to Ms. Jones’ testimony regarding Company use of fuels; to Mr. Lounsberry’s 23 

recommendation regarding costs associated with AIC’s Alton propane facility; to Mr. Maple’s 24 

recommendations regarding the Company’s working capital for gas in storage projected for the 25 

test year, and related, its projected test year volumes of gas in storage; and to Mr. Crist’s 26 

recommendations regarding implementation of a natural gas choice program. 27 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your rebuttal testimony? 28 

 Yes.  I am sponsoring the following exhibits: A.29 

 Ameren Exhibit 35.1: Working Capital for Gas in Storage 30 

 Ameren Exhibit 35.2: Staff Response Data Request AIC-Staff 8.06 31 

III. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS, MS. JONES 32 

A. Company Use of Fuels 33 

Q. Ms. Jones recommends a downward adjustment to cost of fuels used by the 34 

Company for its own purposes.  How do you respond? 35 

 I agree with Ms. Jones’ recommended adjustment.  In response to Staff data requests A.36 

MEM 4.01 and 4.02 (dated May 24, 2011), AIC updated the cost it projects it will pay for gas in 37 

the test year.  Ms. Jones’ adjustment reflects that updated cost.   38 
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B. Single PGA Tariff 39 

Q. What is Ms. Jones’ position regarding AIC’s proposed single PGA tariff? 40 

  Ms. Jones does not dispute that adoption of a single PGA will not proportionately benefit A.41 

or disadvantage customers in any individual legacy Rate Zone.  In fact, Ms. Jones prepared her 42 

own analysis in this respect, based on information in the annual PGA reconciliations for each 43 

legacy company for 2009 and 2010 and similar information provided by AIC for each month 44 

January through April 2011.  She testifies her analysis results in the same conclusion to which I 45 

testify in my direct testimony - that the monetary effect on customers of a single PGA tariff 46 

would be minimal.   47 

Q. Does Ms. Jones agree with any other analysis prepared by the Company regarding 48 

its single PGA tariff proposal? 49 

  Yes.  Ms. Jones also reviewed the effect that implementation of a single PGA would A.50 

have on GDS-4 Rider S customers in Rate Zone 1.  Under a single PGA tariff, all GDS-4 Rider S 51 

customers would be subject to a Distribution Gas Charge (DGC).  Ms. Jones reviewed AIC’s 52 

analysis comparing the total PGA charges to Rate Zone I GDS-4 Rider S customers for the 53 

period November 2009 through October 2010 with what the PGA charges would have been had 54 

those customers been subject to a DGC.  Ms. Jones testifies AIC’s analysis indicates that all 55 

customers but one would have paid less over the 12-month period. 56 
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Q. With respect to the 12-month time frame proposed by AIC for the disposition of the 57 

under/over recovered balances in connection with the adoption of a single PGA tariff, what 58 

does Ms. Jones recommend? 59 

 Ms. Jones recommends that, within the 12-month time frame, AIC continue the A.60 

disposition process until the respective rate per therm cannot be set to four decimal places (i.e., is 61 

less than .01 cents per therm).  She states this will result in no impact on the single PGA rate for 62 

each legacy Rate Zone.   63 

Q. Do you agree with this proposal? 64 

 Yes. A.65 

Q. Ms. Jones further recommends when a rate can no longer be set because of the 66 

remaining balance, or at the end of the 12-month period, such balance should be rolled into 67 

the single PGA charge as an “Other Adjustment” on Schedule II of the respective PGA 68 

charge.  Do you agree? 69 

 Yes. A.70 

Q. Ms. Jones further recommends, if it is necessary to continue the process of 71 

over/under recovery longer than two months, then, beginning the third month, rates should 72 

be calculated at two-month intervals.  How do you respond? 73 

 AIC agrees with Ms. Jones recommendation as clarified in Staff's response to data A.74 

request AIC-Staff 8.06.  Please see Ameren Exhibit 35.2. 75 
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C. Rider PGA 76 

Q. Ms. Jones recommends, if a single PGA tariff is approved by the Commission,  77 

Rider PGA should contain language that describes how the over/under recovered balances 78 

on the effective date of the single PGA will be refunded to or collected from customers.  Do 79 

you agree? 80 

 Yes, with one minor change to correct a typographical error.  The balance should be A.81 

rolled into the “Other Adjustment” on Schedule II.  82 

Q. Ms. Jones also recommends, if a single PGA tariff is approved by the Commission, 83 

Rider PGA should contain language that addresses the disposition of potential over/under 84 

recoveries (Factor O’s) that may be ordered by the Commission subsequent to 85 

implementation of a single PGA for prior reconciliation periods.  What is your response? 86 

 I agree with Ms. Jones’ recommendation. A.87 

Q. Ms. Jones also recommends, whether a single PGA tariff is approved by the 88 

Commission, Rider PGA should contain language describing the type of costs included in 89 

the calculation of the DGC, similar to the language that describes the type of costs included 90 

in the calculation of the Commodity Gas Charge and the Non-Commodity Gas Charge.  91 

How do you respond? 92 

 I agree with adding the proposed language to Rider PGA. A.93 

Q. Overall, what is your conclusion regarding the single PGA? 94 

 Subject to the discussion above, in light of the testimony of Ms. Jones and Mr. A.95 
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Lounsberry (discussed below), as well as the testimony of GFAI witness Mr. Adkisson (also 96 

discussed below), supporting the benefits of a single PGA , AIC’s single PGA proposal should 97 

be approved. 98 

IV. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS, MR. LOUNSBERRY 99 

A. Single PGA Tariff 100 

Q. Please explain Mr. Lounsberry’s direct testimony position regarding AIC’s 101 

proposed single PGA tariff. 102 

 Mr. Lounsberry does not oppose AIC’s proposal.  Notably, he does not take issue with A.103 

any of the benefits which I stated in my direct testimony would occur as a result of AIC adopting 104 

a single PGA tariff.  In addition, Mr. Lounsberry does not dispute the conclusion that there is no 105 

disproportionate benefit or disadvantage to customers in any individual legacy utility based on 106 

my review of the historical PGA customer rates for each legacy company. Further, Mr. 107 

Lounsberry acknowledges use of a single PGA will facilitate the implementation of a Master 108 

Central Delivery Point (MCDP) on the major interstate pipelines serving AIC, which will allow 109 

AIC to treat its various interconnections points from each interstate pipeline as a single delivery 110 

point, allowing AIC to combine resources for balancing on each pipeline.  Mr. Lounsberry 111 

further notes use of a MCDP should allow for the elimination of balancing charges that AIC has 112 

incurred in the past in those areas where one of the legacy companies have small, captive 113 

systems served by only one interstate pipeline. 114 
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Q. Does Mr. Lounsberry acknowledge any other benefits with AIC’s proposed single 115 

PGA tariff? 116 

 He acknowledges that use of a single PGA allows the Company to look at the overall A.117 

system to determine which facilities should remain in place or where capital expenditures should 118 

take place.  He further acknowledges, when using separate Rate Zones, AIC would need to 119 

operate metering at any interconnection points to provide measurement of gas movement 120 

between the Rate Zones.  However under a single PGA, the cost and maintenance associated 121 

with this metering is no longer necessary. 122 

B. Costs Associated with Alton Propane Facility 123 

Q. What is Mr. Lounsberry’s position on AIC’s decision to retire its Alton propane 124 

facility (page 6)? 125 

 Mr. Lounsberry does not oppose AIC’s decision to retire its Alton propane facility. A.126 

Q. Mr. Lounsberry recommends that AIC remove from its rates all costs associated 127 

with the Alton propane facility, and specifically $266,668 for propane inventory, $815,815 128 

for reduction to utility plant in service, and $250,000 for salvage value.  How do you 129 

respond? 130 

 I agree with Mr. Lounsberry’s recommendation; however, the costs were removed in the A.131 

original filing as shown in Schedules B-8.1, B-5, and F-11, and further clarified in the 132 

Company's revised response to Staff data request ENG 1.23 (July 18, 2011), and as discussed in 133 

AIC witness Mr. Ronald Stafford’s rebuttal testimony.  134 
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V. RESPONSE TO GFAI WITNESS, MR. ADKISSON 135 

Q. How would you characterize Mr. Adkisson’s direct testimony regarding AIC’s 136 

proposed single PGA tariff? 137 

 Generally, Mr. Adkisson supports AIC’s proposal.  Specifically, Mr. Adkisson testifies A.138 

that GFAI favors movement toward uniformity of tariffs among AIC’s three Rate Zones.  He 139 

testifies GFAI believes a single PGA with a single MCDP on the major interstate pipelines 140 

serving AIC will provide simplicity and efficiency of nominating and balancing for 141 

Transportation customers.  142 

Q. Please address further Mr. Adkisson’s perceived benefits of a single MCDP. 143 

 Mr. Adkisson testifies he believes administrative costs for both AIC and its customers A.144 

will be lower by having one MCDP point for monthly and daily nominations and for balancing 145 

reconciliations instead of the current monthly and daily nominations and balancing each of three 146 

Rates Zones on each of four pipelines.  Mr. Adkisson also testifies that a single MCDP allows a 147 

single balancing group to include accounts that are geographically located across all three Rate 148 

Zones and all four pipelines.  Finally, he testifies GFAI believes that combining pipeline 149 

contracts for similar services can streamline operations. 150 
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Q. Do you agree with Mr. Adkisson’s stated benefits of a single PGA tariff and a single 151 

MCDP? 152 

 Yes, with the clarification that the single balancing group will be limited by the A.153 

pipeline(s) that can physically serve the customers.  This policy is consistent with current 154 

operations. 155 

VI. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS, MR. MAPLE 156 

Q. Mr. Maple recommends AIC’s amount of working capital for gas in storage 157 

projected for the test year be reduced to reflect current market prices.  How do you 158 

respond? 159 

 I agree with Mr. Maple’s recommendation to the extent his adjustment is based on A.160 

current market prices.  As acknowledged by Mr. Maple in his direct testimony, AIC’s originally 161 

projected working capital allowance for gas in storage for the test year was based on pricing 162 

information from June 2010.  However, projections of gas prices for the 2012 test year have 163 

shown a decline since June 2010.  Accordingly, in the Company response to Staff data request 164 

MEM 5.02 (dated June 13, 2011), the Company provided updates to its requested working 165 

capital allowance for gas in storage based on more recent May 2011 pricing data for the test year.  166 

Mr. Maple’s adjustment related to gas pricing is based on the Company’s response and that May 167 

2011 pricing information. 168 
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originally projected in its Schedule F-9.   See Ameren Exhibit 35.1 for an updated calculation of 189 

the working capital allowance for gas in storage.   190 

VII. RESPONSE TO RGS WITNESS, MR. CRIST 191 

Q. Mr. Crist recommends that the Commission direct AIC to develop a natural gas 192 

choice program in the Company’s service territories.  What is AIC’s position on a natural 193 

gas choice program? 194 

 AIC does not oppose a residential gas customer choice program to the extent the A.195 

Company’s residential customers are requesting competition for supply, there are identifiable 196 

customer benefits to offering a residential gas customer choice program, the costs of 197 

implementing the proposed program are reasonable, and the Commission approves a program 198 

that allows the Company to recover from ratepayers all prudently incurred costs of such a 199 

program in a timely manner. 200 

Q. Has Mr. Crist presented any specific evidence that customers are requesting 201 

competition for supply? 202 

 He does not identify any request by an AIC natural gas customer to implement or A.203 

participate in a gas customer choice program or provide survey or other study results showing a 204 

demand for competition for supply.  I would agree the mere fact a customer has not requested a 205 

retail gas choice program does not mean that customers would not participate in a program if one 206 

were offered.  However, interest in such a program has not formally been brought to the attention 207 

of AIC until the present proceeding.  208 
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Q. Has Mr. Crist presented any specific evidence of identifiable customer benefits to 209 

offering a residential gas customer choice program? 210 

 Mr. Crist opines as to perceived benefits, but presents no quantifiable demonstration of A.211 

such benefits for AIC gas customers.  However, he notes that some residential customers are 212 

participating in retail gas choice programs in other utility service areas. 213 

Q. Can AIC determine what the costs to implement a gas customer choice program 214 

would be? 215 

 In the absence of a specific proposal, no.  However, AIC estimates that the minimum cost A.216 

to modify AIC’s IT systems alone for a gas residential choice program would be $2.7 million.  217 

Additional costs are also likely to be incurred, depending on the design of the program, including 218 

hiring AIC staff to administer the program. 219 

Q. Please provide some background regarding the cost analysis referenced above? 220 

 In mid-September 2009, a high-level estimate was completed by AIC Information A.221 

Technology analysts in reviewing AIC’s Energy Delivery Suite of Applications that might 222 

support the billing and customer information processes related to opening the existing gas supply 223 

market to high-volume residential accounts.  This effort only looked at moving the functionality 224 

of the existing system for large Transportation customers to the residential billing system and 225 

resulted in a high-level estimate of $2.7 million.  The estimate has not been reviewed or modified 226 

since mid-September 2009, and must be revised prior to committing to an estimate in support of 227 

a residential gas choice program.   228 
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Q. Mr. Crist recommends the Commission and AIC make “a significant priority” the 229 

development of a competitive natural gas mass market in AIC’s service territories.  How do 230 

you respond? 231 

 AIC is not planning to develop a gas residential choice program unless mandated by A.232 

legislation or ordered by the Commission.   233 

Q. Mr. Crist states a properly designed mass market choice program is one in which 234 

only the natural gas supply function is unbundled and provided by the ARGS, while the 235 

utility continues to supply the remaining bundled services.  Do you have any comments in 236 

this regard? 237 

 There are various ways a mass market choice program could be designed.  It is true that A.238 

the natural gas supply function is typically unbundled, and it is also true that the program can 239 

include unbundling of other services such as billing.  There are many other considerations and 240 

factors in play: billing systems must be analyzed; switching mechanics must be developed; 241 

enrollment processes must be developed; and detailed procedures regarding the release of 242 

pipeline capacity and storage assets must be developed.  243 

Q.  Mr. Crist generally discusses perceived benefits to customers of natural gas choice 244 

programs, notably, (1) customers have the opportunity to select lower rates offered ARGSs, 245 

(2) ARGSs offer innovative solutions to price volatility that the utility is generally 246 

prohibited from offering, (3) ARGSs develop innovative services to meet customer needs, 247 

and (4) ARGSs offer products that provide customers with innovative tools to deal with 248 

risk management.  Do you have any comments on these benefits? 249 
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 As the Commission and its Staff are aware, one of AIC’s strategies is to maintain a stable A.250 

PGA.  AIC has a very robust price hedging program designed to dampen price volatility for its 251 

Sales customers.  This program is overseen by AIC’s Risk Management Group and has been in 252 

place since 2002.  Thus, I disagree it is a given that lower rates or less price volatility would be a 253 

benefit of any gas retail choice program.  Likewise, Mr. Crist states that, in a properly structured 254 

competitive choice market, the ARGSs are numerous and diverse, and therefore often offer a 255 

multitude of different products such as “green” products and energy efficiency products.  I don’t 256 

believe Mr. Christ intends to suggest that AIC lacks these services or products.  AIC offers many 257 

energy efficiency ideas as described on www.actonenergy.com. 258 

Q. Mr. Crist states, to the extent a utility’s supply obligation is reduced as a result of 259 

customers switching from the utility to ARGSs, the utility risk associated with failure to 260 

recover 100% of its costs relating to supply procurement is proportionately reduced.  Do 261 

you agree? 262 

 Not necessarily.  In a gas residential choice program, the utility is usually still the A.263 

provider of last resort and must reserve supply and services to call on in the event the ARGSs fail 264 

to perform. 265 
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Q. Mr. Crist argues the cost of a choice program should be spread among all customers 266 

that have the option to benefit from that program and that no parties dispute the utility’s 267 

right to fully recover the reasonable and prudent costs incurred in support of facilitation of 268 

competition.  Do you agree? 269 

 I agree the utility should fully recover the reasonable and prudent costs incurred in A.270 

support of facilitation of competition.  Mr. Crist agrees that a natural gas choice program will not 271 

be sustainable without full utility cost recovery.  The allocation of program costs among 272 

customer classes, between participants and non-participants, and among market participants is a 273 

significant element of program design and development which is likely to be very time 274 

consuming and potentially contentious.   275 

Q. Mr. Crist also contends that as a combined gas and electric utility AIC can leverage 276 

its electric choice program experience.  What is your response? 277 

 I agree that the electric choice program can be reviewed for general knowledge of a A.278 

choice program, and it is possible some leverage opportunities could exist.  However, the electric 279 

and gas businesses are different.  Given the inherent differences between gas and electric 280 

markets, such as gas storage and hourly versus daily market, the design of a gas choice program 281 

will be significantly different than the electric choice program. From an implementation 282 

standpoint, the cost to implement will also likely be different and the work more involved 283 

because of differences that distinguish the gas transportation and billing system from AIC’s 284 

electric billing. 285 
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Q. Mr. Crist identifies three models for utility cost recovery of pipeline and storage 286 

costs incurred supporting ARGS customers.  Do you have comments regarding any of those 287 

models? 288 

 Not without a more detailed proposal.  Specific details of a gas residential program would A.289 

need to be developed in relation to the benefits of a program and the cost to implement it.   290 

Q. Mr. Crist concludes it is important the ARGS have the pipeline capacity and storage 291 

assets comparable to the system assets that are used to meet the needs of Sales customers, 292 

so that the ARGS is not at a competitive disadvantage to the utility.  Do you agree? 293 

 No.  There are various ways to design a gas residential program.  One of those is for the A.294 

utility to release assets to the ARGS.  Another way is to have the individual ARGS determine 295 

which assets it needs to successfully serve its customers.  The ARGS may not necessarily 296 

structure its portfolio to mimic the utilities. 297 

Q. Mr. Crist contends a POR program is a necessary component of a properly designed 298 

competitive residential gas market.  Do you agree? 299 

 Not necessarily.  It is my understanding, for example, that the Nicor and Peoples A.300 

Gas/North Shore Gas residential choice programs do not have POR.  Mr. Crist indicates the same 301 

on pages 36 and 39 of his direct testimony.  302 

Q. Mr. Crist discusses the perceived benefits of a POR program to ratepayers, the 303 

utility and the ARGS.  Do you have any comments in this regard? 304 
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  The consumer interest and associated policy arguments related to a POR program need A.305 

to be addressed or considered by stakeholders.  One of AIC’s concerns is with resolution of the 306 

cost implications of such a program.  Implementation of a UCB/POR will give rise to 307 

incremental costs necessary to augment existing billing systems.  Whether or not those costs are 308 

justifiable in the interest of ratepayers as a general matter is a question of public policy. 309 

Q. Mr. Crist states, “With the ability to terminate a customer’s natural gas service, 310 

utilities also have an inherent advantage which can help to increase the utilities’ success 311 

rate when collecting on past due accounts.”  Do you agree? 312 

 The possibility of losing utility service is clearly an incentive to timely payment.  It is A.313 

also true that an ARGS cannot order disconnection for non-payment of a supply bill in Illinois.  314 

However, it is not clear whether there can be a disconnect for non-payment of an ARGS 315 

receivable under current Commission rules (or under the proposed revisions to the Commission’s 316 

customer service rules currently being considered).  It is my understanding that mass market 317 

electric receivables purchased must, by statue, be treated the same as any other utility charge on 318 

the utility’s bill.  Further, I also understand there is no similar provision applicable to purchased 319 

gas receivables. 320 

Q. Mr. Crist contends a successful natural gas choice program must entail a properly 321 

adjusted price-to-compare, which must be “all in” with respect to the utility’s costs.  How 322 

do you respond? 323 

 I would generally agree, although it is unclear how to calculate and report that price to A.324 

customers when implementing a gas choice program.  325 
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Q. What is your conclusion regarding Mr. Crist’s direct testimony? 326 

 As discussed above, AIC is not opposed to gas retail choice.  As also indicated above, A.327 

there are many aspects of a retail gas choice program that cannot be developed absent a specific 328 

proposal for a program.  As with the implementation of electric UCB/POR, there are many issues 329 

to be resolved.  Further, there are some fundamental policy matters yet unresolved by the 330 

Commission or legislature.  Finally, AIC is not planning to develop a gas residential choice 331 

program unless mandated by legislation or ordered by the Commission. 332 

VIII. CONCLUSION 333 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 334 

 Yes, it does. A.335 


